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Mary, Paul, Gary, Dick, 

Before speaking to owerd about it when he wee here, off tee top of me head I asked you lbout letting me have copies of your givernment correspondence, Arceivea and agencies, for possible use in court and for inclusion in tae index of mine, do to date, so %net at one point we woule uere e record of every request and ea& riaponse (and non-response). 

When I spoke to :toward about it, he agreed it was a worthwhile project and to do this extra work, at his home. 

There are problems, including twat of cost weer, in some cases the correspondence might be extensive. Bevever, leave this up to you, as I would to mark as confidential thet you weulifeet want to be used in public, It would be me plan to have the correspondence all bound tegetbor, cheonoloeically, pith the index serving as a guide to us, and to be able to retrieve whatever might bs of value in court through the index, possibly, depending on when mny hearing might te.held, used by Howard, who wile be my research assistant in court if before aollegie opens. 

I enticiepte some of these ray be precedent cases, not only on our subject, but also for the freedom of 'information law. In both areas I teink it important, and if any one letter wdeld help, I tank it shauld be evailehle. One of tae legelneeds will be to establish federal uatruthfulness. TO e ratuer mare eurprisiee degree, may files elene do this. 

If your files are to extensive to earmit this but you agree in part, teen the order in welch the subjects now seem likely to to needed ere, in terms of my own concepts of tae suits: 

ferries documents, which includes enytting reletite to the elthhold anti available reitris documents (I have Jimte reconstituted index of 75) end with the Ferrie-OsesId direct and indirect relationship (i.e., Quirogo eould be an indirect relationship) and relating to whether or not such documents are withheld for the purpose of protecting:: tee in.:meet, ate. I have included in the captain*, subject e to Bud's agreement, 544 ".amp end the hiding of stuff from the PC by tee FBI. 

Tes next one will be the spectrogrpeeie analysis, mending what it can end cannot ahem, why it was never given the Cow:lesion, tee utter meaningless of tee paraphrases and testimony, the real reason for withholding, *tot Use to be true for the official account to be ceedible mod whetter or not, as with Ferri*, this can properly Weaned en investigatory file. it both vases, the 'waiving of any provisions of the lam by use, weice is a factor especially site the spectre. 

Next, may-Leine medical or autopsy, including the panels, for thi sill be my suit for the penal raw materials and I anticipate it will be the moat important. This is tie next complaint I'll draft. And separately, anything relating to the President's clothing end tae Piatures of the clothing, where I may file a suit against Arch ate: the estate for shirt pictures withheld from me with Marshall's agreement. I have gotten the one I *eked for fren rustics, which would seem to eliminate any legitimate reason for Arch's withholding. D gave tnis wham I filed DI-118 and the reason for withholding le that it supporta not the official fiction bet what I've bean writing some of you about it. howevx', in eoine over my pictures Ind one of his, Howard mod I think we see more....Aleo, any thoughts? 
Sincerely, 

harold Weisberg 
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